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摘  要 
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At present, the research of Chinese complement of duration is not enough in-depth 
and systematic weakly in the area of teaching Chinese as a second language. In order 
to deepen the research of Chinese complement of duration from the perspective of 
second language acquisition, this thesis refers the existing achievements of Chinese 
complement of duration research, takes the learning circumstance of Chinese 
complement of duration by English-speaking learners as the research object, 
summarizes five types of errors in 13 categories and analyses the reasons of these 
errors, using the theories of comparative linguistics, interlanguage and error analysis 
theory, and preparation of teaching materials theory, based on the corpus and 
questionnaire. At the same time, this thesis inspects the teaching arrangements of 
Chinese complement of duration in three sets of textbooks("Chinese Language 
Tutorial ", "Chinese Language Tutorial" (revised), "Development of Chinese"), and 
analyses their deficiency. At last, this thesis advances suggestions for teaching 
Chinese complement of duration and textbooks revision in order to improve foreign 
language teaching of Chinese complement of duration. 
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